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Ray Burton was in charge as Ian and his wife have both gone down with the dreaded 
lurgy otherwise known as Covid. 

Ray made a couple of announcements prior to getting underway. Keith Greenfield has 

been rather poorly following a minor stroke. Secretary Steve went into hospital with 
food poisoning and came out with Covid. And Andy Heath is a pain in the bum – sorry 

misread the notes should have been Andy has a pain in the bum (some call it Sciatica) 

 I’m sure we all wish them all a speedy recovery. 

 

Since starting to write the Newsletter I have had the following from Keith: 

Hi All, 

Contrary to rumours being circulated, I am not giving up wood turning, I am just 
scaling it down- 

I still retain the Chairman of the Amberley turners, and remain head of the group- 

I have a fair amount of seasoned wood which I am slowly selling off if any one is 
interested- 

Keith 

 

 

Today was a Hands on Morning showing how members add texture and decoration. 

Our volunteers were Andy Heath, Ray Thompson and Barrie Fitch. We also had a 
couple of sharpening stations going, which were manned by Alan Wallington and Dave 

Dean. If anyone else was helping I missed you. 

 



 

 

   

 

   

 

I think Andy is smiling although it could be a grimace, Barrie showing his etchings and 
Alan getting some sparks going. My apologies to Ray for a rotten photo. I haven’t put 

in a picture of Dave Dean as he photo-bombed the picture of Ray. 



 

 

 

Some of Barrie’s laser machines. 

 

                                          

Some of Andy’s textured and coloured bowls. 

 



 

 

MEMBERS SHOW AND TELL TABLE: 

 

A cowboy hat turned by Dave Newson. 

 

A bowl by Jim Harris. 

We could do with more members bringing along their turnings as I seems to be the 

same people virtually every month. 

The other plea from me is could people wear club shirts with their name on. I am 

notorious for forgetting names and at least I will know who you are. 



 

 

Colin Willetts sent me the following: 

The AWGB commissioned a series of videos last year, demonstrating the use of several 
core tools, they are available on the AWGB site here: https://www.awgb.co.uk/awgb-
learning-links/. 
You won't find them searching YouTube as they are set to 'unlisted' for some reason. 
You can also find them on the AWGB home page under 'Read' and then under 'AWGB 
Educational videos'. 

 

NEXT MONTH: 

AN ALL DAY EVENT: 

Les Thorne Will be with us so get a “Get out of Jail “card and don’t forget to bring your 

lunch. 

 

FOR SALE: 

Alan Wallington is trying to sell a lathe for a friend. He is looking for £200. 

As you can see it is a SIP lathe which is basically a rebadged Axminster. 

Here are some pictures: 

  



 

 

  

  

 

 

 

I understand it has hardly been touched and some is still in the original packaging. 

 

 


